The yield of routine pre-operative cardiovascular evaluation in stable patients scheduled for elective non-cardiac surgery.
Preoperative cardiovascular evaluation is commonly performed in patients scheduled for non-cardiac surgery. The recent ACC/AHA guidelines provide an algorithm for such an evaluation but whether all patients scheduled for surgery would benefit from it is not known. We determined the yield of preoperative cardiovascular evaluation in 522 stable patients, with no prior history of heart disease, who were scheduled for elective non-cardiac surgery. There were 14 patients (2.7%) in which the cardiac consultant requested further testing pre-operatively, and in 5 of them (1%), the findings on cardiac consultation and further testing would be considered to have impacted the decision on performing the surgery or the long term outcome of the patients. Using multivariable logistic regression analysis, the only clinical variable predictive of further testing was age > 65 years (OR = 4.47, p = 0.001). The yield of preoperative cardiovascular evaluation in stable patients scheduled for non-cardiac surgery is relatively low. Further studies are needed to identify what subgroup of patients might benefit most from it and those in whom it might not be warranted.